In this paper, two methods are presented that manipulate images to hinder automatic face identification. They partly degrade image quality, so that humans can identify the persons in a scene, while face identification algorithms fail to do so. The approaches used involve: a) singular value decomposition (SVD) and b) image projections on hyperspheres. Simulation experiments verify that these methods reduce the percentage of correct face identification rate by over 90 %. Additionally, the final image is not degraded beyond recognition by humans, in contrast with the majority of other de-identification methods.
level of facial image quality. Besides retaining visual quality, a human viewer must also be able to count the number and possibly recognized the identities of the individuals in a scene.
Having this in mind, let us suppose that a malicious user has trained a classifier to recognize images of targeted individuals in a set of images available online. Ideally, de-identified images should not be recognized by such a trained classifier. Most face de-identification methods attempt to deceive automatic face identification methods by also hindering face identification by human viewers. Such methods typically destroy too much facial image data. For example, the method presented in [1, 19, 27] de-identifies not only the facial image but the entire person Region of Interest (ROI). Ad-hoc facial image de-identification methods [19] apply masks on parts of the face, e.g., by employing black bars to cover the eyes or T-shaped masks to cover both eyes and nose. Other mask shapes can also be used, such as elliptical or circular ones that usually cover the entire facial image ROI or masks that reveal only the mouth region. Finally, a black mask can be applied to the entire facial ROI, thus destroying all visual face information [19] . Other simple face de-identification methods apply a low-pass filter on the facial image ROI [19] , add random noise, negate the facial image and or swap facial image sub regions, such as eyes, nose, mouth, belonging to different individuals [18] . Similarly, other de-identification methods spatially subsample a facial image leading to pixelation, or threshold the facial image pixels [19] . In [14] variational adaptive filtering is used along with face key point detection in order to de-identify facial images while preserving adequate visual information to convey the facial expression of the depicted individual. Another method that retains facial expressions is presented in [16] utilizing Active Appearance Models and the k-Same-furthest model described below.
A large family of face de-dentification algorithms implement the k-anonymity model [10, 26] , so that any of the de-identified images can be misclassified as at least k original facial images. The final de-identified image is produced by averaging the k facial images that are most similar to the input image. In [11] , a multi-factor framework is introduced that unifies linear, bi-linear and quadratic models along with an algorithm that allows a better estimation of the parameters used in [10] . Another method of this family is introduced in [13] in which an objective function is formulated and via gradient descent the optimal weights for fusing the k most similar images are learned. Diverging from the concept of the k most similar images, the work in [15] uses the least similar k images to compose the de-identified image instead, referred to as k-Same-furthest. Building upon the previous work the method in [32] apart from using the least similar k images, it also generates a unique de-identified face for each one of the k original faces.
Other de-identification methods exploit particularities of face identification methods, in order to defeat them [6] . Another approach to de-identification include replacing faces in an image with 3D morphable facial models [3] or swapping the initial face with a face from another person [2] . A framework named GARP-Face [5] , balances utility preservation in face de-identification by preserving the facial attributes of gender, age and race in the de-identified image. Finally, another face de-identification method reduces the number of eigenfaces used for reconstructing the facial images from basis facial images [21] .
At this point it should be noted that the aim of most face de-identification methods is to completely hide the identity of the individual in an image, hindering the identification of the depicted individual from both human viewers and face identification algorithms. This paper presents two face de-identification methods that aim at reducing the face identification accuracy of existing identification algorithms, while retaining enough visual face information so that the de-identified facial images are visually acceptable and recognizable by humans. The proposed methods utilize two different approaches: a) the singular value decomposition (SVD) method to manipulate the SVD coefficients, in order to alter the original facial image and b) facial image projection on hyperspheres. In both cases, the purpose is to enable human viewers to identify an individual, while hindering common face identification methods from achieving a high face identification accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the two methods. Section 3 presents the results of the two methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Facial image de-identification methods
In this section the two facial image de-identification approaches are analyzed. The first one utilizes Singular Value Decomposition while the second one uses facial image projections on hypersphere to achieve face de-identification.
Person de-identification based on SVD
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [8, 22, 23] factorizes the input matrix (in our case containing a facial image) A ∈ N×M as a product of three matrices: the singular values matrix S ∈ N×M and the eigenvector matrices U ∈ N×M and V ∈ M×M :
The eigenvectors of matrix AA T and A T A form the columns of matrices U and V respectively. The singular values in S are the square roots of the eigenvalues of matrix AA T . The first proposed person de-identification method alters the entries of matrices USV. First, the largest matrix S entries (singular values) are reduced to zero. Next, the entries of matrices U and V are low-pass filtered using an averaging filter [20] . Finally, the same U and V matrix entries are high-pass filtered using a modified Sobel filter [20] . The logic behind this course of action, is described below.
SVD coefficient zeroing (SVD-CZ)
The largest singular values contain the majority of information regarding the pixel values in each image. Therefore, in the first step, we remove this information by zeroing the first N Z singular values in S (for N Z ≤ N ≤ M), thus producing a new S matrix referred to as S CZ . In this case, the final de-identified facial image tends to become darker than the input image. In order to counter this undesirable effect, we increase the luminance of all facial image pixels at the end of the de-identification process, by adding a fixed luminance value to the output facial image pixels. The effect of SVD coefficient zeroing can be viewed in Fig. 1 , were the darkening effect was reduced by adding a luminance value 100 on each pixel of the final facial image.
SVD coefficient averaging (SVD-CA)
To achieve better de-identification performance, the entries of the eigenvectors in matrices U, V are low-pass filtered using an m × m circular averaging filter [cite] with m = 2r + 1, were r is the radius of the circular filter, thus producing the matrices U AV and V AV . Reconstructing the facial image solely from these averaged matrices, leads to poor image quality, as portrayed in Fig. 2 , were the output images are degraded beyond recognition. In order to counterbalance this effect, new matrices U AV and V AV are blended with the original U, V matrices as follows:
were the parameter α adjusts the trade off between visual quality and de-identification potential. Similarly to the previous method, this step also introduces a darkening effect in the resulting image. This effect is counterbalanced by adding luminance to the output image. The visual result of (2), (3) is displayed in Fig. 3 , with added luminance 100. 
SVD modified sobel filtering (SVD-MSF)
The final step utilizes a modified Sobel filter in order to high pass filter matrices U CA and V CA . The modified Sobel filter coefficients have a 3 × 3 matrix form:
were parameter d was empirically determined to be in the range [0.2, 0.8]. Finally matrices U F and V F were blended with original matrices U and V according to (2) , (3) resulting in matrices U F and V F . The output of this step is shown in Fig. 4 . After applying the above steps, the final de-identified output image A d is calculated using the formula:
In the rest if the article, this series of the three steps will be referred to as the SVD-DID facial image de-identification method.
Adjusting the standard deviation (SVD-SDID Method)
In an attempt to further increase the error rate of the facial image classifiers, each matrix resulting from the Singular Value Decomposition was more closely examined. 
Matrix S
The S matrices resulting from the SVD decomposition of various facial images, did not differentiate much between subjects. If we simply swap S matrices between subjects, no significant changes are observed when recomposing the facial images, as can be seen in Fig. 5 . As it can be seen, only a few visual artifacts have been introduced that do not hinder correct automatic face identification.
Matrices U and V
Matrices U and V typically contain most information that is used to reconstruct the final facial image. In contrast with matrix S, they cannot be switched between subjects, since they introduce too many visual artifacts and greatly degrade the image quality, as can be seen in . In order to find characteristics of these matrices that could be used to increase error rates for face identification methods, the statistical properties of these two matrices were examined. The standard deviation σ j of each eigenvector u j , j = 1, . . . , Nis calculated using the following equations:
where U ij i = 1, . . . , N are the eigenvector u j entries. The vector of standard deviations defined above varied between the facial images of different individuals. As such by altering this vector it is possible to further increase the error rates of automatic face identification algorithms increasing the effectiveness of the SVD-DID method. In order to adjust the standard deviation, according to (6) the value of U i j −ū must be altered. This was accomplished by mixing the overall meanx of the eigenvector matrix U through the equation:
were γ is a parameter in the range [0, 1]. Then the final facial image is computed as:
By applying the above process, the σ is altered, resulting in an increase of the error rate of the face classifiers in certain cases, as discussed in a following section.
Image projections used for de-identification
Each image A can be represented by a vector in the NM-dimensional space NM . Intuitively, it is expected that images depicting the same individual with the same pose are bound to lie close together in this space forming local clusters, while images depicting different individuals are bound to lie farther apart. Such original facial image vectors (or feature vectors therefrom) are used to train facial image classifiers. The general face de-identification approach here is to modify the vectors of such facial image clusters, in order to prevent classifiers from correctly identifying a subject, while preserving enough information from the original facial image, so that human viewers can identify the depicted individual. One way to achieve this is to project the images on a hypersphere with radius R centered e.g. at the mean facial image. Such a projection is expected to distort the images and hence fool trained facial image classifiers. A hypersphere [24, 30] of radius R centered at the origin 0 is given by: S = {x ∈ NM : ||x|| = R}.
(10) The projection of a point x ∈ NM onto S is given [29] :
Such projections are shown in Fig. 6 . Two different projections were used, in order to deidentify facial images. The first one is the average of the image projection on a hypersphere centered at the origin and of the mean facial image: The mean facial imagex is given by:x
x i (13) where N t is the number of facial images in the given dataset and x i is each individual facial image in this dataset. This projection method will be referred to as De-Identifiaction Projection on Origin or DIDP-O for short.
The second projection used was the projection with a hypersphere centered on the mean image:
This projection method will be referred to as De-Identifiaction Projection on Mean Image or DIDP-M for short. Equations (12) and (14) show that this approach calculates a weighted average between the mean facial image and the input image x. An important point is the choice of the hypersphere radius R. Choosing a small value for radius R allows us to project the original images close to the mean image, and subsequently close to each other. This could be a good choice for fooling face classifiers, but it also fools human viewers. By choosing a proper value for R, it is possible to project the original images farther from the hypersphere center, closer to the original locations, thus allowing humans to recognize the de-identified images. This can be achieved using the Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) [28] , which defines the minimum bounding sphere that encompasses most of or all of the training vectors x i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N t . This sphere S can be defined by a center c and a radius R, which can be computed by optimizing:
were ξ i are the slack variables and β is a parameter that describes the importance of the error in the optimization problem. Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) theorem [4] , this optimization problem can be solved by finding the saddle point of a Lagrangian. The center c is given by:
were a i are Lagrangian curve parameters. It can be proven that center c can be approximated by the arithmetic mean of a given dataset. This is the reason for using the mean image as a center in the DIDP-M method. Finally, the optimization problem (15) can be formulated to its dual from:
under the condition 0 ≤ a i ≤ c and i a i = 1. After solving (19) , the radius R can be calculated by:
With the above approach, it is possible to find a good estimate of radius R that will provide the required distortion to de-identify the input facial images
3 Experimental evaluation
Experimental setup
Experiments to test the effectiveness of the SVD-DID and Projection-DID face deidentification methods were performed on the XM2VTS [17] and the Extended Yale B [7] databases. From the XM2VTS database, 16 individuals from the first recording were selected and used in the experiments. The facial images are frontal ones and have a neutral background. The frontal facial image ROIs were localized and subsequently cropped. Finally, these images were converted to 8-bit grayscale ones. This process resulted in a dataset with 388 training samples and 265 test samples, all taken from the 16 videos. Each sample of the above dataset has 128721 dimensions (401 × 321 pixels). The Extended Yale B database contains images from 38 individuals under different illumination conditions. Training and test images contain 1209 and 1205 image samples, respectively. These sets were defined by randomly selecting 50 % of the images of each subject. Each image has 1200 dimensions (40 × 30 pixels). The above mentioned training sets were used to train face classifiers. Then the test data were used to measure the efficiency of the proposed deidentification method. The employed facial image classifiers were the K-Nearest Neighbour Classifier (KNN) with k = 1, the Nearest Centroid (NC) and the Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC). Operating on the original face images. Other representations are also reported later on in this section. The bigger the face recognition error (or the reduction in face recognition accuracy) becomes on the test images, the better is the facial image de-identification performance.
In order to calculate the difference between the original and de-identified images and to measure the degradation of the image quality introduced by the two novel de-identification methods, the mean Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (mPSNR) metric was used:
were x k ,x k , is the k th original and de-identified images respectively and MAX I is the maximum allowed pixel luminance in the image. All calculations for the mPSNR are done with the images having scaled pixel values in the range [0, 1].
Results for SVD-DID
In this section, we present and analyze the facial image de-identification results when applying each of the steps described in Section 2.1. The error percentages and the mean Peak SNR (mPSNR) are presented for each step for the test facial image set. In the experiments, the added luminance values 0, 100 and 150 were used for reducing the de-identified image darkening effect.
Results for SVD-CZ
Experimental results when setting the N Z largest singular values to zero for N Z = 1, 2, 41, 8 are depicted in Tables 1 and 2 . As expected, the increase of the number of zeroed singular values tends to decrease the mPSNR while, at the same time, the error rate is increased for both classifiers. Visual results can be seen in Fig. 1 . It can be easily seen from these figures that this method alone does not provide an acceptable output image, since too many visual artifacts are introduced that decrease the overall image quality, even by zeroing only a few of the largest singular values.
Results for SVD-CA
For the circular averaging filter, the experimental results are displayed in Tables 3 and 4 for a varying radius r of the circular filter and amount of added brightness for both databases. The mPSNR in this case does not decrease by increasing radius r. However, the mPSNR varies when the added luminance is changed. face identification error rates increase by increasing r. Resulting de-identified images can be seen in Fig. 3 . Their image quality is much better than of those produced by the SVD-CZ method. By varying parameter α of (2) and (3), we obtain the results in Table 5 , showing that increasing α also increases the mPSNR and error rates. Thus we can conclude that parameter α affects the error rate of both classifiers.
Results for SVD-MSF
When applying the modified Sobel filters, we obtain the error rates displayed in Tables 6  and 7 . The results vary with the parameter d and the added luminance. By d we obtain lower mPSNR while, generally, the error rates remain unchanged with α = 0.8. De-identified images are displayed in Fig. 4 for parameters d = 0.5, α = 0.8. When altering the parameter α, the error rates are presented in Table 9 . The displayed error rates are for the parameter value d = 0.5 and for added luminance 100. In this case, increasing α leads to a increase of the mPSNR and generally increasing error rates (Table 8) .
By summarizing the results for each phase independently, we observe that some of these steps either degrade image quality too much, or provide insufficient de-identification. By merging all these steps in one method, we obtain the results shown in the following section.
Three step SVD-DID method
The results for the full application of this method are displayed in Tables 9 and 10 and Figs. 7 and 8. Other visual results are displayed in Fig. 9 for increased luminance added to the reconstructed image. Figure 10 shows the result of applying a circular filter and a modified Sobel filter with inappropriate parameters. We can observe that, with correct selection of parameter values, we can attain high levels of classification error, while maintaining acceptable image quality (large mPSNR). Error classification rates for both classifiers are high for both databases with maximum values at 93.71 % for the XM2VTS database and 97.51 % for the YaleB database, practically prohibiting automatic face identification.
Results for SVD-SDID
The SVD-SDID method using (8), (9)increases the error rates of the KNN, NC and NBC classifiers as shown in Table 11 , were the SVD-DID parameters have the following values: α = 0.5, d = 0.5, r = 10, lum = +100 and SVD-SDID parameter γ = 0.8. The application of this method solely to matrix V leads to similar results as when applied to matrix U. The application of this method to both U and V matrices gives poorer visual results, without increasing the error rates.
From the results displayed in Table 11 , it can been seen that SVD-SDID results in higher error rates for the classifiers used. In the case of the KNN classifier and the XM2VTS database, for N Z = 0 there is a 0.38 % increase in face identification error rate. When N Z = 1, the increase is greater reaching 10.95 %. This is a major increase in face identification error rate without any further image quality degradation, as can be manifested from Fig. 11 and the minor mPSNR decreases. In the case of the YaleB database, the results are shown in Table 12 . The face identification error rate deterioration is not as notable, with a 1.16 % and 0.33 % increase in error rate for N Z = 0, 1 for the KNN classifier. The error rate remained the same for all but one case for the NBC classifier, with an error rate increase by 0.33 % for N Z = 1.
The Effect of Parameter γ
The visual results for different values of γ and for N Z = 1, α = 0.5, d = 0.5, r = 10, lum = +100 are displayed in Figs. 12 and 13. Face classification error rates and the mPSNR are displayed in Table 13 . The value γ = 0.8 is preferred, since it provides a good increase in the error rate and low image quality deterioration. In Table 13 the face recogntiion error rate increases, as parameter γ decreases for the KNN classifier, but levels off at γ = 0.3. The NBC classifier does not show any error rate increase for the selected parameters. The mPSNR displays a steady decrease, as parameter γ decreases, which is consistent with the increased error rates of the classifiers. As can be concluded from the above discussion, this SVD-SDID method increases face identification error rates in several cases and also retains visual quality, thus making this method more effective for face de-identification, while retaining an acceptable image quality.
Results for DIDP methods

Results for the DIDP-O method
The radius used for the DIDP-O was calculated using the SVDD method. For the XM2VTS and YaleB datasets the calculated radii were R = 67.4034, 17.4241, respectively. In order to test the DIDP-O method with respect to face identification error rates and image quality, other radius values were also used in the experiments. Table 14 summarizes the results for different radii and classifiers for the XM2VTS dataset . As can be seen, more radii values were selected near the calculated radius, in order to assess the effectiveness of the calculated radius. Visual results can be seen in Fig. 14. For the XM2VTS dataset, the results are presented in Table 14 . We can conclude that parameter R plays an important role both for the face identification error rates and the mPSNR. As expected, increasing radius R reduces the classification error rates since the projected images are closer to the original ones. For a radius R = 10, very high face identification error rates are observed, reaching 97.36 % for the NBC classifier, with an mPSNR = 12.19dB. Increasing the radius leads to a increase of the mPSNR, while error rates remain almost the same for a radius R = 30 and slightly falling by about 3 % for radii R = 50 and R = 70. For radius R = 100, face identification error rates fall sharply to 49.06 % for the KNN classifier. For R = 120, the face identification error rate is 26.04 %. mPSNR also increases from 12.19 dB (for R = 10), to 15.48 dB (for R = 70) and reaches 0.01216 dB for radius R = 120. Focusing on the radii value range [50, 80] around the estimated value R = 67.4034, it can be observed that, although the mPSNR varies, the error rates remain constant for all three classifiers. The error rate is 90.57 % for the KNN and NC classifiers, while slightly higher for the NBC classifier (at 93.58 %), both being high enough to offer good face de-identification performance. From the results in Table 14 , we can conclude that the calculated radius R by the SVDD method is a really good choice for de-identifying facial images, while retaining an acceptable level of image quality. Based on these results, we propose the value R = 70 for the XM2VTS dataset. Finally, it can be verified from the displayed results that increasing radius R causes a decline in error rates for all classifiers, as the de-identified image tends to the original one by increasing the hypersphere radius R.
Table 9
Face identification error rates and mPSNR for SVD-DID (XM2VTS) luminance +0 luminance +100
No. of zeroed α = 0.5 For the Yale B dataset, the radius R = 17.4241 was calculated using the SVDD method. For the same R value range, the error rates are shown in Table 15 . As can be seen in this table, for a small radius R = 10, the error rates for all face classifiers are high. Increasing the radius leads to low face identification error rates for the KNN classifier, while the NBC and NC classifiers display high error rates. This observation means that SVDD method provides a rather good radius R estimate of the radius that could be used to de-identify the facial images. For the selected radii, the mPSNR displays at first an increase from R = 10 to R = 17.4241 and then it decreases. In this case the estimate by the SVDD method is not ideal for radius estimation, and a smaller radius should be used to attain high de-identification rates. Therefore, we propose the value R = 10 for the Yale B dataset.
For both the XM2VTS and YaleB datasets, LDA image representation was combined with the previously mentioned classifiers to study de-identification performance for dimensionality reduction methods. The images where represented by the maximum allowable which is C − 1 where C are the number of individuals in each dataset, 15 for the XM2VTS images and 37 for the YaleB images. The results depict varying error rates that were either slightly higher than the ones obtained using the original images and the same classifiers, or lower, in some cases. In the case of the XM2VTS dataset, the images were resized to 40×30 pixels. In this case, the radius R calculated with the SVDD method was R = 0.9819. For this radius, the NBC and NC classifiers gave the same error rates with the ones obtained when using the original images. The KNN classifier showed error rates of 93.21 % for the original images and 91.32 %, when using LDA. For the Yale B dataset and radius R = 10, the NC classifier has the same error rates at 79.17 %, when using either the original images or the LDA features. In the case of the NBC classifier,if LDA is used the face identification error rate increases from 72.61 % to 87.14 %. Finally, for the KNN classifier, when using LDA there is an error rate drop from 89.96 % to 79.50 %, which is still an acceptable de-identification rate.
Results for the DIDP-M Method
This method projects the input image on a hypersphere centered on the mean image using (14) . The radius calculated using the SVDD method did not provide adequate face de-identification performance the DIDP-M method and the radii used here were found empirically. This is a drawback of this method, since the radii cannot be calculated automatically. For the XM2VTS and the YaleB dataset the proposed radii are R = 10 and Table 16 and visual results can be seen in Fig. 15 . From the results in Table 16 , it can be seen that the DIDP-M method gives high error rates with higher mPSNR compared to the DIDP-O method. The error rates of 96.23 % for all classifiers (for R = 4) drops to 90.19 % for a radius R = 10. Beyond this radius value, the error rates drop sharply. For a radius R = 14, the KNN classifier has an error rate of only 53.21 %.
The error rates for the Yale B dataset are displayed in Table 17 . For a radius R = 1, the KNN classifier has an error rate at 96.21 %, while the NBC classifier has a much lower error rate at 88.13 %. For R = 2, the error rates of both previous classifiers drop to 95.02 % and 83.32 %, respectively. The NC classifier also has a drop in its error rate from 92.61 % (for R = 1) to 89.21 % (for R = 2). The mPSNR is at 13.58 dB, 14.81 dB for R = 1 and R = 2, respectively. The values for the mPSNR in the case of the Yale B dataset for both the DIDP-O and DIDP-M method, are close to each other, unlike the case of the XM2VTS dataset, as mentioned above. For higher values for radius R, all error rates drop below 90 %. For R = 3 the KNN and NC classifiers display an error rate difference of 1 %, i.e., from 88.71 % to 89.71 %, respectively. The error rate of the NBC remains almost constant in comparison, with 83.14 % at a radius R = 2, the mPSNR increasing to 16.21 dB. For values beyond R = 3, error rates drop sharply to a minimum of 76.51 % for R = 4 and a minimum of 66.14 % for R = 5, both for the KNN classifier. As in the DIDP-O method, the LDA method was applied to the original images before recognition to study the effects of dimensionality reduction. The results show varying error rates that were either slightly higher, or, at times, lower than the ones obtained when using the original images. As previously mentioned, the XM2VTS dataset images were resized to 40 × 30 pixels. In this case the radius R = 0.8 was used. For this radius, the NBC and NC classifiers had equal error rates for the original images and the ones after LDA, namely 96.23 % and 90.19 %, respectively. The KNN classifier had error rates at 90.19 % for the original images and 96.60 % when employing LDA. In the case of the Yale B dataset, a radius R = 2 was used. The NC classifier has the same error rates as with the original images at 85.89 %. For the NBC classifier, the error rate increases with LDA from 82.49 % to 89.79 %. Finally for the KNN classifier, the error rate decreases from 94.52 % to 89.21 %.
Comparison of the face de-identification methods
In this section, the various novel de-identification methods are compared. The highest attained error rates are presented in Tables 18 and 19 . It can be seen that very high face identification error rates can be achieved with any method, if its parameters are appropriately chosen. It may seem that the SVD-SDID method does not achieve higher error rates, in comparison to the SVD-DID method. However, as discussed in a previous section, the SVD-SDID method increases the error rates for specific parameters, with an increase of Beginning with the SVD-DID and SVD-SDID methods the recommended parameters are N = 2, r = 10, d = 0.5 and α = 0.5. In the case of the DIDP-O method, the radius has a value of R = 70 in the XM2VTS database and R = 10 in the YaleB database. Finally, for the DIDP-M method, R = 10 is chosen for XM2VTS and R = 2 for the YaleB database. These parameter values provide acceptable image quality and, at the same time, good face de-identification. The error rates for these parameter values are presented in Tables 20 and 21 and the visual results can be compared in Fig. 16 . It is evident that, for the recommended parameters, good face de-identification performance can be attained. In the case of the XM2VTS database in Table 20 , there is a small variation in the face identification error rates, all of which are above 90 %. This does not apply in the case of the YaleB database, where there is greater variation in the face classification error rates. In Table 21 , the error rates vary from 72.61 % (for the DIDP-O method) to 97.51 % for the NBC classifier, for the two SVD-DID methods and the same classification algorithm.
It can be inferred from the above discussion that both presented novel methods for facial image de-identification can provide a very good face de-identification performance. In all cases, visual artifacts are introduced in the de-identified images. The visual artifacts are introduced due to the filtering steps for the SVD-DID methods and especially during the SVD-MSF step, were all parts of the image are sharpened. In the case of the DIDP methods, artifacts are introduced due to the use of the mean facial image in both methods. The drop in luminance is caused by the drop of the highest singular values in the SVD-DID methods and from the projection in the DIDP methods. Depending on the importance of de-identification vs the preservation of the image quality, the right combination of parameter values can be selected. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we described and analyzed two novel methods for de-identifying facial images. They aim at reducing the accuracy of face identification methods, while retaining part of the original visual quality, so that individuals are recognized by humans. The fact that humans can still recognize the depicted individual, that is pursued in both the aforementioned deidentification methods, is not addressed or pursued in most related works. From the results above, it can be deducted that, when using the appropriate parameter values, a high level of privacy can be attained. For the SVD-DID method in the case of the YaleB and the XM2VTS database, the highest face identification error rates achieved were 97.51 % and 93.71 %. Despite the high error rate, the de-identified image quality is acceptable. This method, tends to smooth the facial images, while introducing visual artifacts and darkening the output image. From the error rates and visual results, we can conclude that the proposed SVD-DID method serves protecting privacy, while providing a visually acceptable output. The second novel DIDP methods use image projections on hyperspheres. An estimate of hypersphere radius R was calculated using the SVDD method. The radii given by SVDD provided high error rates and acceptable image quality. Error rates were high for the DIDP-O method attaining 93.58 % for the XM2VTS dataset using the Naive Bayes Classifier for radius R = 67.4034. For the Yale B dataset, the highest error rate was 92.12 % with the Nearest Centroid Classifier and a radius R = 17.4241. For the DIDP-M method, the hypersphere radii given by the SVDD did not provide adequate de-identification, so the values were selected empirically. The highest error rates were 90.19 % for R = 10 for the XM2VTS dataset and 95.02 % for R = 2 for the Yale B dataset. Comparing the two proposed methods, it can be seen that the DIDP-M method performs better, compared to the DIDP-O method. For similar values of mPSNR (about 19.21dB) the minimum error rate is 26.04 % for the DIDP-O method and 53.21 % for the DIDP-M method, which is more than double the error rate for DIDP-O method.
To summarize, it can be concluded that the SVD-DID and DIDP methods serve the purpose of facial image de-identification by attaining high classification error rates and providing an acceptable output image quality, allowing human viewers to correctly identify the depicted individual. 
